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welcome to my musical musings. keep in mind that these are not
the serious views of an accomplished musician. monday, march 14,

2009 gloria jean's rats: bad algiers the song was written by ted
vadiar for a johnny mathis song-of-the-month show. vadiar was
trying to update the song, hoping to make it rockier and more

politically incorrect, and the actual result was a lot of bad sounds
and no good lyrics. *** hi, this is jonny. hello. after the song, i

decided to see if it was possible to create the sound, plus the mood
for the song. the instrumentation was simple enough--guitar, bass,
drums, tambourine, and vocals. i did the production mostly in sony
sound forge with a few tracks in cubase. you can hear the song in
mp3 format here. so, how's that for the "new" gloria jean? *** ***
*** 8 comments: i love this. when you say 'gloria jean's rats,' i am
reminded of 'hell's belles' by the cramps. the last line..'i wrote that
song, so don't tell me what to do/cause i'm gonna do it anyway.' i

think it's a bit of a catchy chorus. my wife, actually, has the original
version with johnny mathis, so i can't complain. i can hear the

stooges' inspired gothic punk growl coming through in the verses.
and it was my intention to direct the sound toward a sound more in
the vocoder tradition than a real human voice. i was thinking of the
original version by johnny mathis. a very different version. i could

also have done the song with a guitar tone and power chords. also a
very different sound. what i'm interested in is that you did what i

wanted to do with the sound, and also brought the meaning to my
mind with the lyrics. can you hear other sounds and other words in

the music? what are they and how do they relate to the music? i find
the lyrics powerful, but they are also worded much too simply.
"everybody's got a mask on/kabuki theater/a lot of lies/a lot of

pain"--that's all i got. maybe the narrator is the person who is acting
out this drama. we're only seeing the mask. but i know a lot of

people who would like to get out of this situation. they are trapped
by their own masks. it's interesting that you can't hear the lyrics. i
think the vocals are poor in a few spots--i know not all that well.

with the free download, the guitars are a little harsh, but not bad,
either. the track 'baton rouge' is probably my favorite. i had this on
cassette when i first was moved to rpi, and played it over and over
and over. i wonder if i still have it around here. if i do, i'll give it to
you. i can hear the vocals very well. they're all good. my favorite is
the "baton rouge." "everybody's got a mask on/kabuki theater/a lot

of lies/a lot of pain/. 5ec8ef588b
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